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There are several papers concerned with random walk on lattice points 
of an n-dimensional space (in particular the cases where n = 1, 2, 3), few 
results are known, however, of cases ·where the moving particle can do more in 
one step than to pass to lattice points neighbouring its momentary place, 
namely, to jump. 
The studied case will be that of a particle moving at random in an n-
dimensional space so that it can pass in one step from a given point not only 
to any neighbouring point with a given probability but to any point of the 
defined finite neighbourhood of its momentary place. Let this random walk be 
called a random flight. 
For the sake of understanding, this method will first be illustrated by 
the case of random flight on the lattice points of the real line with integer co-
ordinates, then extended to multi-dimensional cases. Notice that random flight, 
just as the usual random walk, forms a homogeneous Markov chain, and our 
primary object is to determine the N-step transition probabilities, fundamental 
for a comprehensive analysis of the Markov chain. 
The one-dimensional random flight is derived from the random flight 
on a polygon. The one step transition probability matrix of the random flight 
on a polygon is kno·wn (e. g. [1]) to be a cyclic matrix, and N-step transition 
probabilities are easy to calculate by the familiar spectral decomposition of 
the cyclic matrix. 
1. One-dimensional random flight 
Let us consider the case first where the particle can fly at random to any 
of the n vertices of a regular polygon, and it can make jumps of 0, 1, 2, ... , l 
units (l < n/2) from its momentary place in both directions meeting at the 
polygon vertices with probabilities 
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In this case the matrix of one-step transition probabilities will be the 
cyclic matrix 
p= l
r po PI P2'" 
P-I Po PI'" 
P-2 PI- PO' .. 
PI P2 P3 
P-2 P_lj' P-3 P-~ P-3 
P -1 Po 
that can be "written as the polynomial of 
o 1 0 0 
o 0 1 0 
000 1 
o 0 0 0 
L1 0 0 0 
the so·-called elementary cyclic matrix, hence: 
I 
P = :2 Pj Q). 
j=-l 
o 
o 
1 
O.....J 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
N-step transition probabilities are giyen hy elements of matrix P''', 
determined by the spectral decomposition of matrix P. Namely, it is known 
that eigenyalucs of the elementary cyclic and unitary matrix .Q are the n-th 
unit roots, i. e. let eigenyalues be denoted by wk(k = 0, n -1) then 
2k~ 
WJ.:=::: eiT1 k = 0, 1, ... , n-l . 
Elements of eigenyectors Uk helonging to eigenyalues (4): 
1 . 
u = ---c=- COJ,:-I jk 1 \ 
in 
( . 1 ') ] = ,~, .... , n; 
k = 0,1, .... , n-l). 
(4) 
(5) 
Accordingly, spectral decomposition of the requested matrix pN can 
be written as: 
(6) 
The probability for the particle to pass by this random flight from the 
r-th to the 8-th vertex in N steps, is given by the 8-th element of the r-th row 
of matrix pN; 
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P N """ ~ i-) l(r-S-1 11-1 (I. 21c:r 'J i", )2k:< • (r,s) = -..,;;;,; .2 P j e 11 e 11. 
n k=O .j=-I 
(7) 
This formula can be considered as a Riemann integral sum. Introducing nota-
k 1 
tion s-r = J'. - = x, - = ..:lx. for n -7- = we obtain: 
, n n ' 
l' I·N p~: = j' [::2 P j ei2:rjX) ei ,,2:rx Jx, 
o j=_·1 , 
1 Jz 
Transformation ei2:rx = z, clx = -;:;--:- -leads from (8) to the integral 
.::..:-n z 
solved e. g. by the residue theorem: 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
As a special case, this formula delivers the known result for the usual random 
walk where the particle cannot pass from any point but to either of the t'wo 
neighbouring lattice points -with probahilities of 1/2 each. Now, the transition 
matrix will he: 
r 1 
0 
2 
1 
0 
2 
1 
0 
2 
p= 
0 0 
1 
0 
L2 
Hence 
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0 0 
1 
0 
2 
1 
0 
2 
0 0 
0 0 
1, 
2 
o 
o 
1 
2 
o 
i
2
/{") -~. (- ~.) e 11 - ~ • 
:> -• _ ',. N 
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Thus, according to (9): 
Pt = 2~i ~ ;~ (z + : r zY-1 az = 
Iz',=l 
1 1 . [N N' r 1 N-"] 
= -- -- rh :>: ( ) Z,,+,,-l -) az. 
2ni 2'" ~ t:o. k . Z 
i=l=l 
The residue theorem leads to the well-known result.: 
Provided 
(N and J! being at the 
same time even or odd) 
1 Pi = (j = l, ... , 0, .. . l) 
2l+1 
(11) 
i. e. the particle may jump to (or remain at) any point accessible by a single 
step with the same probability, and making use of the substitution 2;rx = t 
and of the fact that for z = eit , 
sin (1 ~'), 
2. 
. 1 
Sln-t 
2 
holds, (8) becomes: 
p;-r = _1 __ .:. r2:t (~i_n 1.1_;1 ~_) t )"'eM at. 
( ,>_.[...L, 1)'" / 
_n • "I -t o ~ n 
" 2 
(12) 
In this case the probability for the particle to return by N steps to its initial 
positioR is: 
2" r sin l'l + ~) t 1N 1 ,)"'-If '> (I)PC;=----"'- 1'" at. 
(2l+1)'" 7C '> • 
. 0 L '" Sln- t 
2 
(13) 
2. Two-dimensional random flight 
Let us consider now the case of a particle moving on plane lattice points, 
able to jump from any point (Xl' X 2) to any point (Xl + i l , X 2 + i2) of the 
rectangle (Xl - 11, Xl + [1) long by (xz - 12, X z 12) wide with probabilities 
Pili2; (il = -11,11 , i2 = -12,12) 
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where 
This random flight is derived from the random flight Oil a torus. 
Assume the parallel and meridian circle~ of the torus to be of nl and na 
n 1 I n~ N unit lengths of perimeter, respectively. Again, assume 11 < '2< 2-' _ 'ow, 
the matrix of the one-step transition probabilities is the following hyper-
matrix consisting of cyclic blocks: 
p 
POO POl P02 
PO-l POO POl 
PO-1 PlO Pn 
PO-2 P1-1 
Pm P02 P03 ... Poo 
P-IO P-ll P-12 
P-10 
Pl-I ... i P-IO P-ll P-12 P-I-I 
I P-I-l P-IO P-ll 
,P-ll P-IZ P-IO 
:LVlaking use of the elementary cyclic matrices .Qn1 and .Qn2 of n l and nz order, 
respectively, matrix P can be written as the direct polynomial 
Taking the spectral decomposition of the elementary cyclic matrices, as well 
as the Egervary-Stephanos theorem for the spectral decomposition of direct 
polynomials into consideration, spectral decomposition of matrix pN to yield 
transition probabilities of N steps can be written as: 
where 
4* 
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and 
The probability for the particle to get during its random flight on the 
torus from point (XIx:!) to (Xl + 1'1' "2 + 1'2) by N steps is delivered by element 
(xl' Xl + r1) of the block (x2, ;';2 r:!) of the matrix pN, i. e.: 
(14) 
By analogy to the one-dimensional case, random walk on the torus yields 
random flight on plane lattice points by limit procedure. 
Introducing denotations 
1 1 
= L1x:! == X:!" 
(15) 
U sing transformation e2 "ix, = ':;1' e2 "ix, = z:! 
(16) 
By applying a perfpctly analogous consideration, making use of the 
theorem on the spectral decomposition of direct products of n factors [1], the 
suitable formula for the N~step transition probahilities of the particle flying 
at random on lattice points of an n-dimensional space is obtained. 
If the particle can pass by one step from point x = (Xl' X:!, .•• , x,,) 
to any point x + i = (Xl + i 1, X z i:!, ••. , Xn + in) of the neighbourhood 
of the n-dimensional rectangular polyhedron with edge lengths (-11, 11), 
(-l2' [2)' ... (-In' In) with a prohability Pi, i, ... ir. 
[-lk < ik < If{, (k = 1,2, ... , n), :E Ph i2 ... i" = 1] 
i 1·i 1 •••• Jn 
then 
1 1 (n i)N 
.... It In 2:ri .I; ii:Xi:) p~ - X + r = J J l:E· .. :E Pi! i2' .. in e 1 - . 
.•. -I, -In 
(17) 
o (n) 0 
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Whether in a random flight in spaces of n dimensions, lattice points 
(states of the l\Iarkov chain) have transient or recurrent properties is known 
to depend on whether the series 
is cOllycrgent or divergent, ,,-here (k)P{; is the probability for the partiele 
flying at random in a k-dimensional space to return to its initial position by N 
steps. Particulars of this prohlem have been published in [2]. Notice that 
for a random flight such that the partielc gets by one step from any point 
of the k-dimensional space to any point of its (21 1 )-sided cube-shaped 
environment (or remains in plat:e) with the same probability, according to 
(15) : 
(9) p(S) 
- "- u 
1 1 I' l_sIn_-'----'-_~_ .1· 1\i dt]" 
(:2:t: ):2 tl sin i . 
o 
and, as it IS cvirlent from (17): 
Applications of our rC'sults in industrial quality control will be discussed in 
a subsequent paper. Let us only remark here that these results have found a 
statistical application in the theory of sequential ;::ampling developed by 
Abraham Walel. 
Summary 
In this paper, random flight is the term for a generalized case of random walk where 
the particic moying on lal tice points of an n-dimensional space can get by one step not only 
to neighbouring lattice points but to any point of the defined finite neighbourhood of its 
place, with preassigned probabilities. To compute the cV-step transition probabilities, only 
the spectral decomposition of the cyclic matrix, and for a space of n > 2 dimensions, applica-
tion of the Egeryury - Slephanos theorem on hypermatrices is needed. 
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